
 

 

 

PAI LUNG MACHINERY MILL CO., LTD. 

Pailung Presents "Knit Beyond Boundaries" Theme, Unveiling Technological Breakthroughs at 
Titas 2023 Taiwan Textile Exhibition 

Renowned global textile machinery manufacturer Pailung is proud to present the theme "Knit 
Beyond Boundaries" at the 2023 Taiwan Titas. This highly anticipated showcase will reveal 
Pailung's latest technological achievements, including the groundbreaking  

AlterKnit ™ innovation and a series of intelligent weaving solutions that are poised to 
revolutionize the textile industry. 
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Key Highlights: 

The exhibition's focal point will be Pailung's AlterKnit™ technology, a truly revolutionary 
transformation in circular knitting. AlterKnit redefines traditional weaving processes, offering 
unprecedented design outcomes. Simultaneously, its flexible design capabilities provide 
creators unparalleled freedom, opening up limitless possibilities. AlterKnit signifies a major leap 
forward in the textile industry and embodies Pailung's commitment to innovation and forward-
thinking. Furthermore, AlterKnit has collaborated with internationally renowned designer Justin 
Chou to co-create a stylish and functional fabric application series. 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Additionally, as a leader in the textile machinery sector, Pailung will showcase a variety of knitted 
fabric types developed based on market observations. Upholding stringent quality identification 
standards, we will present the finest fabrics at the exhibition. 

Furthermore, Pailung's series of Smart knitting solutions will also take center stage. Through the 
integration of data analysis, automation, and smart control, this solution series will propel textile 
manufacturing into the era of intelligence. Whether enhancing production efficiency or 
reducing energy consumption, these smart knitting solutions will assist enterprises in achieving 
sustainable development while maintaining competitiveness in the market. 

Pailung, as an industry pioneer, remains attuned to global trends and environmental concerns. 
During the exhibition, our outstanding research and development team will showcase years of 
robust achievements in mechanical innovation. Our team is not only dedicated to technological 
innovation but also continues to analyze fabric trends, ensuring our products remain at the 
forefront of design and functionality. 
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We cordially invite all industry stakeholders to visit the Pailung booth and personally experience 
our innovative technology and solutions. This vibrant platform will offer an excellent 
opportunity to engage deeply with our professional team and collectively explore the future 
trends and developments in the textile industry. 

About Pailung: 

Pailung is an innovative-driven textile machinery manufacturer committed to advancing the 
industry through innovation and sustainable development. Through continuous research and 
development, we lead the industry's transformation and have gained the trust and support of 
global customers. 

For more information, please visit: www.pailung.com.tw 


